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The COP26 is a coalition of the leaders of the most developed countries, really a global coalition, 
able to decide on the most important and urgent global problems. So what ideology unites this 
impressive gathering? Democracy, liberalism, socialism? By no means. It is a chronic fascism. 

I have got acquainted sufficiently with that form of modern ideology during my decades-long 
research in theoretical physics and systems theory first in Russia, then in Israel, Europe and Canada. 
That research paves the way to a radical reform of modern science and humanities, as well as to a 
radical reform of modern society and its ideology, the ideology of energy distribution in particular. 
That research is now published online (see Enclosure). 

To prevent the research from publishing and hinder its official recognition, the KGB fascists had 
contracted a secret agreement with their counterparts in Israel and Europe, thus making an official 
success of that research and its practical application impossible. So no wonder that now, almost 30 
years later, the Nature has cruelly emphasized the criminal character of that pan-European fascist 
agreement, that is still in effect.

Thus taking into account the present general ideological crisis leaving modern society and all major 
universities without the true ideology of society, on the one hand, and  the chronic fascism that 
seems to dominate the world, leading to its destruction, on the other hand, we conclude that at 
present it is only our organization, The New Marxists of Russia, acquainted with the true knowledge 
of society, that could put forward a group of persons to organize and lead civilization to the true 
progressive ideology - socialism.

In this connection, for the last time, to save civilization, we call upon you:
(1) establish in Prague a new scientific center, The World Reform Center, under our direction, 
committed to the task of settling the present general ideological crisis;
(2) provide our above mission with the necessary conditions;
(3) assist us in our evacuation from Haifa (Israel) to Prague (The Czech Republic) for the above 
mission.

Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, ID310295142
Candidate of Science
New Marxists of Russia
Address: 51/512 Hativat Carmeli Street, Haifa 32629, Israel 
Tel. +972 (0)48221997; mobile: +972 (0)523714887
Email (compromised): igor1935makarov@gmail.com; reformach110@gmail.com 

Enclosure
(1) my research in physics: https://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ;
(2) my research in humanities: https://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ; 
(3) World Reform Center in Prague: https://kvisit.com/SsPr3Aw; 
(4) my CV:  https://kvisit.com/S1ZHRAQ. 
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